REPORT OF AWARENESS LECTURE ON LEPROMY - 31-01-2022

Programme : - Awareness Lecture on Leprosy

Venue : - MAM's Sumatibhai Shah Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Hadapsar, Pune

Camp Date : - 31/01/2022

On occasion of World Leprosy Day (30th January) Dr. Sarita Murade, Post Graduate Student of Swasthavratta & Yoga Department, conducted online lecture on Third Year BAMS College students for creating awareness on leprosy.

35 students were benefited by this lecture.

(Dr. Nilesh M. Phule)
Principal
PUNE-28.

M. A. M's, Sumatibhai Shah
Ayurved Mahavidyalaya,
Hadapsar, Pune- 411 028.
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